Our Experience is your EDGE

Fraud, Accident, Personal Injury, Divorce, and Child Custody
Evidence & Surveillance
Background & Asset Checks
People Search
Undercover Operations

For over 44 years we have provided a personal and accurate investigative service. We operate with State-of-the-Art equipment, skilled and experienced agents, and maintain the highest ethical standards. We keep all calls and information completely confidential.

One of the Nation's Largest Investigative Agencies
WE OFFER MANY SERVICES...

- **SURVEILLANCE**
  Activities Documented in a Confidential Manner with State-of-the-Art equipment

- **INSURANCE**
  Expert Investigators for Liability, Workman’s Compensation and Disability Claims

- **DIVORCE EVIDENCE**
  Discreet, Professional, Accurate

- **CHILD CUSTODY**
  Knowledgeable about Type of Evidence Needed

- **ACCIDENTS AND PERSONAL INJURY**
  Measurements, Photographs, Witnesses Located, Statements Obtained and Circumstances Investigated

- **BACKGROUND**
  Who, What, When and Where

- **PEOPLE TRACKER PROBE**
  Find Lost Relatives, Friends, Witnesses, Business Associates and Missing Persons

- **LOCATE ASSETS**
  Pursue Judgments, Establish Ownership, Obtain Current Addresses and Determine Employment

- **PRE-EMPLOYMENT**
  Criminal and Background History, Reduce Risk Management Problems

- **CRIMINAL**
  Experienced, Knowledgeable and Talented Detectives for all Investigations to include Pre-Trial and Pre-Sentencing Reports

- **BUSINESS/CORPORATE PROFILE**
  Market Identifier/Trade History, Both Business and Personal

- **LEGAL PROCESS**
  Papers Served Quickly

- **INTERVIEWS**
  Obtain Statements, Facts and Information, Certified Interrogators

- **PHOTOGRAPHY**
  Day and Night Capabilities, Still Frame, Digital, and Video

- **MVR**
  Driving History; Vehicle Registration Searches

- **STATE OF THE ART DATABASES**
  Ability to Research Nationwide

- **UNDERCOVER OPERATIONS**
  Employee Activities for Retail, Business and Industrial Product Theft/Drug/Alcohol Activities

- **CORPORATE PROTECTION**
  Limousines, Vans, Sedans, and Security Officers

*Some investigations require proper authorization*
INFORMATION...

You want evidence. You need proof. We can get it for you.

Remember—whoever controls the information controls the situation.

Brewer Investigations specialize in Surveillance, Divorce Issues, Child Custody Disputes, Insurance Fraud Investigations, Background Checks, Search for Hidden Assets and Finding Missing Persons. We provide executive protection and use undercover operatives to get you the crucial evidence that can make or break a case, and so much more. We satisfy your need to know and keep you informed along the way.

Wide Awake
We answer the phone 24/7. We pursue the subject anytime and anywhere. And we are relentless, until you get that critical piece of information.

Are detective services affordable?
Brewer Investigations is cost effective and affordable. You pay for expert knowledge, no-nonsense skills, and hi-tech resources of an experienced investigator who will often quickly complete your case. We also offer flat rates and a variety of payment plans. We save insurance companies, employers, and businesses millions of dollars each year uncovering fraud, reducing theft, catching thieves, and recovering assets.

Instead your question should be:
How much will my problem cost if I don’t hire a detective?

How can we help you?
Brewer Detective Worldwide Investigations specializes in providing discreet, confidential, and professional investigations worldwide. Serving clients for over forty years, Brewer Detective is one of the nation’s largest, full-service investigative firms with Certified Specialists available 24 hours per day. We maintain a full staff of Detectives, Researchers, and skilled Interviewers, which enables us to consistently meet and exceed the expectations of our clients. We maintain the highest ethical standards, keeping all communications completely confidential and promise a personal and accurate investigative service by experienced agents operating state-of-the-art equipment. We maintain the highest ethical standards, and all communications are completely confidential.

Founded in 1968, Brewer Detective Worldwide Investigations solves complex cases for clients worldwide. Specializing in all types of surveillance and corporate investigations, we also serve clients with personal, marital, legal, employee theft, undercover, insurance, and worker’s compensation inquiries. Brewer Investigations also provides counter-surveillance services to debug your home, office, or vehicle. Our detectives are discreet and your information always remains strictly confidential.

The detectives at Brewer Investigations have the experience to provide you with the high-quality investigative solutions you need. We understand how difficult the decision may be to hire a private investigator. Rest assured, when you hire Brewer Investigations, you will be provided with professional, courteous, attentive, and timely service.

At Brewer, we pride ourselves in providing top-quality investigative services at reasonable prices. We are able to do this by utilizing our vast network of resources, investigators and over 40 years of expertise.
Brewer Detective Service is a premier Full-Service private investigation firm that conducts confidential and discreet investigations to all individuals, small businesses, Fortune 500 corporations and the legal community. With over 40 years of experience, we have assembled a group of exceptional investigators with unique talent and intelligence and technology skills. With this professional male and female talent we are able to assemble a network of world-wide and coast-to-coast affiliates, which are unparalleled in the industry. Our investigators will assist our clients every need and provide the most comprehensive and diligent investigations.

Working with a Private Investigator

Many people have a stereotypical belief about Private Investigators perpetuated by popular media. However, most of it cannot be further from the truth. The Private Investigator or Private Investigation Firm you hire must be skilled, creative and persistent to resolve your case.

Just because an investigator had previous law enforcement experience does not always qualify them as the best investigator for the job. Many of these types of private investigators can tell you many "war stories" and produce no results. At Brewer Detective, we screen all our investigators to be the very best, in the area requested by our clients.

We are dedicated to personal attention, individual commitment and the most cost-effective service. We guarantee that all of our investigations will be conducted discreetly and professionally. For your convenience you can contact our corporate office and talk directly with a private investigator 24 hours a day, 7 days a week.
SURVEILLANCE
Activities documented in a confidential manner
with state-of-the-art equipment

Brewer Detective utilizes passenger cars, sport utility vehicles, vans, trucks, stationary vehicles, and roadwork vehicles. We have a vehicle for every situation. For those surveillance situations when a vehicle will not work, we have surveillance specialists with expertise in on-foot surveillance and long-range surveillance. These specialists have climbed into hollowed-out trees, crept through poison oak, crawled through deer trails, climbed mountains, ridden bicycles, skateboards, skates, scooters, boats, all-terrain vehicles and motorcycles. We have jogged, walked dogs, sold items door-to-door and used many other creative techniques. Most importantly, we never trespass or break any harassment or anti-stalking laws while doing so.

To date, our firm has conducted over 50,000 investigations.

We currently employ highly trained investigators that have been employed by our company on average of fifteen years, some much longer.

All of our reports contain photographs taken from the actual video depicting highlights of the investigation. This allows you to see the activities captured on video without having to actually view the video. Identifying photos of the subject and the subject's residence are also included.
Our Experience is your EDGE

**Photography - Videography**

As with any investigative company, our mainstay is our ability to obtain the photographic and video evidence our clients need.

In pursuit of that goal, we utilize state-of-the-art digital equipment specifically calibrated to obtain the best images possible. From low-light to no-light, from micro-size concealed cameras to long-distance lenses that can 'see' up to a half-mile away, we are able to get the shots that very few others could.

Once we have obtained the video, we can provide you with print-quality stills and a complete copy of our video on your choice of formats: DVD or CD-ROM, or other digital media.

**Benefits**

* We get the shot - always legally doing what it takes to cover your subject
* Vast experience - with over 50,000 investigations
* High tech equipment - including long range cameras and hidden cameras
* Extensive coverage - United States and around the world
* Summary of events in every report - so you don't waste time scanning hours of footage
* State-of-the-art access to the investigators in the field.

**Contact us today for a free consultation**
**or visit our website, www.brewerdetective.com for more information**
DIVORCE EVIDENCE
Discreet, Professional, Accurate
Marital and Domestic Surveillance

You’ve seen the signs: a sudden shift in the amount of time they spend at work, increased Internet usage, a need for personal space, hours and phone calls that can’t be accounted for, increased irritability at home, and so many other indicators which give you cause to wonder, “Is he or she seeing someone else?”

Let our investigators find the answers you need, so that you can make a sound decision whether to mend your relationship or move on. If your significant other is spending their time in the company of another, you have a right to know. The information and surveillance collected will be needed in divorce, spousal support, or child support proceedings, many people need the solid, visual confirmation of their spouse or partner’s activities to make the tough choices about what to do next.

We understand the pain, anger, and frustration that can often accompany the discovery of infidelity and it is our goal to help you through this difficult time with sensitivity and compassion. If your spouse or partner exhibits any of the traits in the following list, call us for a free, confidential consultation.

**Signs of a cheating spouse or partner**

- Increased need for personal space or private time
- Sudden changes in clothing, hairstyle, jewelry, cologne/perfume, etc.
- Increased internet use, deleted browser history, social networking sites
  - More time spent on cell phone, text messages, etc.
  - Unexplained changes in spouse’s/partner’s schedule
- More time spent away from home
- Personality or behavior changes
- Changes in spouse’s sexual habits or appetites
- Restlessness or boredom with relationship, home life
- Unusual charges on credit card statements, unexplained receipts
- Emotional distance
- Defensiveness
- Increase in vehicle mileage
- Spouse/partner finds fault with everything you do
- Spouse/partner develops new interests, tastes, preferences
- Clothing smells of tobacco, alcohol, perfume
- Spouse/partner increasingly uses cash
- A strong feeling that something just isn’t right

Contact us today for a free consultation.
CHILD CUSTODY
Experienced and Knowledgeable about the Type of Evidence Needed to Secure Your Rights

Brewer Detective specializes in child custody investigations. If you are involved in a child custody dispute it is necessary to gather the information and documentation that will be needed to present your case in court. Brewer Detective will provide a free consultation to evaluate your case and recommend the best plan of action to achieve effective results.

With Brewer Detective, the client is always kept completely informed of the progress of the investigation and always in control of the cost. We deal with hundreds of these cases each year and can help you get the information and evidence you need.

If you are being represented by an attorney, or working with a Psychologist Brewer Detective will contact them to plan the investigation around the their suggestions. Our investigators are experienced in the types of evidence needed to present your case and secure your rights and the rights of the child.

Entire Profile Built including:

- Lifestyle
- Instability in the home
- Interviews of family and friends
- Environment
- Surveillance
- Background
INSURANCE
Expert Investigators for Liability, Workman’s Compensation and Disability Claims

At Brewer Detective, we are entering our forty-first year as an industry leader in the area of insurance claims investigations.

Whether it’s Workers’ Compensation, automotive, personal injury or virtually any other type of insurance claim, our investigators average a staggering 90% success rate in obtaining the evidence you need to make an informed decision whether to approve or deny the claim, as well as prosecute for possible fraud.

In recent months, we have seen:

• A delivery driver who claimed a back injury made her work physically impossible. Our investigation found that she had been charged with Driving Under the Influence several days before her alleged, ‘work-related’ injury.

• We found a young man who claimed total incapacitation due to a work-related injury; attending classes full-time at a trade school. He was expecting Workers’ Comp to foot the bill for his education.

• An employee who claimed his job was causing psychological stress when he was actually in the middle of a bitter divorce and custody battle.

These are just a few examples of the thousands of claims we investigate each year. Information is your best weapon against fraudulent claims and we will do everything we can to get the evidence you need.
ACCIDENTS AND PERSONAL INJURY
Measurements, Photographs, Witnesses Located, Statements Obtained and Circumstances Investigated

Personal Injury Investigations

At any given time, there are literally hundreds of criminal organizations across the country, orchestrating and conducting elaborate motor vehicle accidents, hit-and-run incidents, slip-and-fall fraud, and a host of other fraudulent activities.

As the criminal elements become more organized and their schemes more elaborate, you need a firm with a proven track record of success in exposing these frauds for what they are.

Don't become another victim of these criminals.

Contact us today.
Background Investigation

Our world is a complicated place. How do you know that you’re making the right decision about the person you’ve hired? Can you be sure that your new tenants won’t ruin your investment? Is your child about to marry the right person?

We can help.

At Brewer Detective, we understand that despite all best efforts, people may not always be telling you all there is to know. It’s in your interest to know that your new route salesperson has been arrested for driving under the influence, that your new tenant is a registered sex offender, that your child’s fiancé has a less than glamorous past.

FULL BACKGROUND CHECK

The FULL Background Check is perfect for the person looking for an in-depth background check.

Services include:

* Civil Court Record
* Criminal Court Record
* DMV Record
* Prior Insurance Claims
* Prior Lawsuits
* WCAB Background (Workers’ Compensation Appeals Board)
* Financial Profile
* Address History
* Evictions
* Consumer Affairs
* Board of Equalization
* Internet Check
* Newspaper Archives
* Bankruptcies
* Liens
* Judgments
* Restraining Orders
* Notices of Default
* Corporations
* Fictitious Business Names
* Business Listings
* Affiliations
* Relatives
* Living Situation
* Evictions
* Disposable Articles Retrieval

*Some investigations require proper authorization
SITE VISIT PLUS FULL BACKGROUND CHECK

Brewer Detective finds those things you need to know. The SITE VISIT PLUS Full Background Check is perfect for the person looking for an in-depth background check with personal photos for added confidence.

Services include:

Photos and/or video of residence or business
* Discrete inquiry   * Observe activities at location

PLUS Full Background Check
* Civil Court Record
* Criminal Court Record
* DMV Record
* Prior Insurance Claims
* Prior Lawsuits
* WCAB Background
  (Workers’ Compensation Appeals Board)
* Financial Profile
* Address History
* Consumer Affairs
* Board of Equalization
* Internet Check
* Newspaper Archives
* Bankruptcies
* Liens
* Judgments
* Restraining Orders
* Notices of Default
* Corporations
* Fictitious Business Names
* Business Listings
* Affiliations
* Relatives
* Living Situation
* Evictions
* Disposable Articles Retrieval
* Photos and/or Video of Residence or Business
* Photos of subject

*Some investigations require proper authorization*
Pre-Employment Background Checks

Whether you’re the owner of a small, independent business or the CEO of a Fortune 500 company, your success depends heavily upon the people you employ.

Anyone can throw together a great-looking resume’, and Internet diploma mills can provide authentic-looking credentials to anyone with a few dollars and a little creativity. Likewise, any prospective employee can keep themselves together for a good interview.

Statistically, problem employees only start showing their true colors once they’ve left their probationary periods and as we are all too aware, getting rid of troublesome workers can be a perilous and expensive endeavor. Wouldn't it be better to know the problems before they go on your payroll?

It is for these reasons that more and more employers are utilizing Pre-Employment Background Checks for their applicants.

Our Pre-Employment packages will typically include:

- Bankruptcy Search (assets are listed)
- Board of Equalization
- Business Affiliations
- Consumer Affairs
- Corporations
- Credit Profile
- DMV Record
- Employment
- Education
- Judgments - Small Claims and Upper Civil Court
- Property Ownership
- Criminal Record Check
- Sex Offender Registry
- Professional Licenses

*Please note that we will need an applicant’s completed Information Release prior to beginning our investigation.
Criminal Background Checks

For the client who simply wants to know if the subject has been in trouble with the law, we offer a streamlined version of our Background Investigation.

While many firms will only perform searches within the criminal courts, we take it a few steps further to ensure that you get all the information you need to make an informed decision. It has been our experience that performing only a criminal court search can yield only partial information.

Our Criminal Background Check will include:

- Criminal Court Search
- Civil Court Search
- Family/Domestic Court Search
- DMV Record Check

Business Background Check

Does your new business partner or supplier seem a little too good to be true? How do you really know who you are trusting your business with?

With a Brewer Detective Business Background Check, we can find the information that will help you make an informed decision and safeguard your investment.

Areas of our investigations include:

- Bankruptcy Search (assets are listed)
- Board of Equalization
- Business Affiliations
- Consumer Affairs
- Corporations
- DMV Record
- Fictitious Business Names
- Judgments - Small Claims and Upper Civil Court
- Property Ownership
- Registered Vehicles
- Uniform Commercial Code
- Online listings
- Professional Licenses

*Some investigations require proper authorization

Contact us today for a free consultation.
People Search

We provide our clients with a high quality search each and every time. Once we receive the information from you about the person you are looking for, your case is assigned to one of our experienced search specialists. Our search specialists have access to many different public record databases containing more than TWO BILLION records. This allows us to provide you with the best possible matches for the person you are seeking. The information provided to you is always the latest information reported and contains last known addresses and possible phone numbers for the person you are looking for.

We also check the National Death Register (at your request) or print a possible relative list (at your request) free with a paid search.

Once we have completed your search, we make no attempt to contact the person you are seeking, this allows you to decide when and how contact is made.

We specialize in the most difficult cases. **When other agencies have failed to produce results, we succeed!**

*Some investigations require proper authorization*

If you need to locate an individual or company for legal reasons, look no further. If they're out there, we can find them.
ASSET SEARCH

Someone owes you money. Whether it's an outstanding invoice, alimony or child support, the fact of the matter is that some people just don't take responsibility for their financial dealings. You can take them to court but even then, they may claim poverty and now you're stuck with court costs in addition to the money that's already owed.

Obviously, it is in your best interest to enter the courtroom with evidence of their assets so that the court can make a ruling favorable to you.

With a Brewer Detective Asset Search, we can locate:

- Bankruptcy Search (assets are listed)
- Board of Equalization
- Business Affiliations
- Consumer Affairs
- Corporations
- Credit Profile
- DMV Record
- Employment
- Fictitious Business Names
- Judgments - Small Claims and Upper Civil Court
- Property Ownership
- Registered Vehicles
- Spouse
- Uniform Commercial Code
- Watercraft
- Online listings
- Professional Licenses

*Some investigations require proper authorization

Contact us today for a free consultation.
PROCESS SERVICE

The professional investigators at Brewer Detective pride themselves on being experts at this very difficult service. Perhaps you already tried a regular process server, but the subject is avoiding process. Perhaps the process server found that the subject has moved. We specialize in serving process to:

* Evasive subjects
* Remote locations
* Hard-to-find subjects

From the moment we receive your request, Brewer Detective will serve your papers quickly and correctly. Same day service is available upon request. Our flexibility and techniques are unmatched in the industry.

All process servers are covered by extensive Professional Liability / Errors & Omissions Insurance. And of course Brewer Detective Worldwide Investigations if fully Licensed, Bonded, and Insured.

Contact us today for a free consultation.

We Utilize:

* Private Investigators who have run thousands of cases for our firm. These investigators are available day and night, weekdays and weekends, even on holidays, at no extra charge.

* Numerous proprietary techniques for serving evasive subjects.

* For extra verification, covert cameras are available. We have the ability to obtain an Identification photograph or video of the subject at the same time that the documents are served. Imagine the look on the subject’s face when they finally get served!
INTERVIEWS and INTERROGATION
Obtain Statements, Facts and Information

We specialize in interrogation. Contact us today for a free consultation.

Our experienced investigators have obtained thousands of statements and are able to identify the essential issues while in the field, no "checklist" investigations! We are experienced in many aspects of investigation, including death claims, subrogation investigations, fraud investigations, accident site investigation and documentation, stress/psyche claims, and unusual circumstances. We will provide a thorough and accurate report, delivered in a timely manner. We maintain an awareness of decision dates and will provide you with the information you need promptly.

All statements are recorded and photos are obtained of the persons being interviewed, unless otherwise requested. Every claimant is asked to sign an Authorization for Release of Records. We tailor our investigations to meet your needs, whether you require a full AOE/COE Investigation including statements from the claimant and all witnesses and co-workers, a claimant-only or employer-only statement, or a limited statement pertaining to only one aspect of the case. We provide regular status reports to keep you informed and give you choices as to how the investigation will proceed, maintaining contact about case status and developments when needed.

Benefits:

» Fast turnaround

» Full and thorough investigation of claim by an experienced investigator (no "checklist" investigations!)

» Includes written or recorded statement.

» Includes transcription and/or statement summary.
WE OFFER MANY SERVICES...

- **SURVEILLANCE**
  Activities Documented in a Confidential Manner with State-of-the-Art equipment

- **INSURANCE**
  Expert Investigators for Liability, Workman’s Compensations and Disability Claims

- **DIVORCE EVIDENCE**
  Discreet, Professional, Accurate

- **CHILD CUSTODY**
  Knowledgeable about Type of Evidence Needed

- **ACCIDENTS AND PERSONAL INJURY**
  Measurements, Photographs, Witnesses Located, Statements Obtained and Circumstances Investigated

- **BACKGROUND**
  Who, What, When and Where

- **PEOPLE TRACKER PROBE**
  Find lost relatives, friends, witnesses, Business Associates and Missing Persons

- **LOCATE ASSETS**
  Pursue Judgments, Establish Ownership, Obtain Current Addresses and Determine Employment

- **PRE-EMPLOYMENT**
  Criminal and Background History, Reduce Risk Management Problems

- **CRIMINAL**
  Experienced, Knowledgeable and Talented Detectives for all Investigations to include Pre-Trial and Pre-Sentencing Reports

- **BUSINESS/CORPORATE PROFILE**
  Market Identifier/ Trade History, Both Business and Personal

- **LEGAL PROCESS**
  Papers Served Quickly

- **INTERVIEWS**
  Obtain Statements, Facts and Information, Certified Interrogators

- **PHOTOGRAPHY**
  Day and Night Capabilities, Still Frame, Digital, and Video

- **MVR**
  Driving History; Vehicle Registration Searches

- **STATE OF THE ART DATABASES**
  Ability to Research Nationwide

- **UNDERCOVER OPERATIONS**
  Employee Activities for Retail, Business and Industrial Product
  Theft/Drug/Alcohol Activities

- **CORPORATE PROTECTION**
  Limousines, Vans, Sedans, and Security Officers

*Some investigations require proper authorization*